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↑ LEF Eight Mile STR 500 ↑ RIG Eight Mile SCR 500
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No one road is better than the 
other, the only thing that matters is 
the one you choose. You can live the 
life of others, or you can play to win 
and make your own rules. It’s your 

life: do you want to drive it or 
let yourself be driven?

      your life     
     your rules 

Mark your path, 
write your destiny.
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The Eight Mile is not just a motorcycle, it is a life 
philosophy that responds to your instinct without 
ignoring forms. A motorcycle that is two and yet 
is one. Because sometimes we want more than 
rock‘n roll, but everything stems from the same 
desire; a beat, a free spirit that knows it has 
found its place when it gets there.

Because we are driven half by reason and half 
by our heart - but sometimes madness and sensi-
bility meet and magic happens. Welcome to 
Eight Mile, whichever one you choose, you have 
reached your world.
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One soul, two bodies.

Eight Mile SCR 500

Two bodies, one soul.
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Eight Mile STR 500

Two bodies, one soul.
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purit y
freedom
and rock 

n roll

scrambler

st yle
agilit y

and loads
 of life

The motorcycle with a rebellious touch, like you. Bold, multi-
functional and versatile. A beast of a beauty, designed to 

roar on track and asphalt. Designed for those who get that
life is either fun or it ain’t.

Eight Mile SCR 5008



st yle
agilit y

and loads
 of life

estilo
agilidade 

e muito 
andamento

street

The motorcycle that goes with your personality, 100% asphalt, 
comfortable and efficient, always surprising. For people who 

know how to make each day an adventure. Because you know 
what you want. You set the pace.
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First things first.
Who said machines don’t 
have a heart?

The Eight Mile is fitted with a 471 cc, 8-valve twin-cylinder engine set 
at chassis height so you can enjoy its full potential and responsive,  
fluid driving. Because yes, sensations matter. Plus, thanks to the latest 
BOSCH electronic fuel injection technology and Dual Oxygen Sensor, the 
Eight Mile is the perfect balance between power and efficiency. Because 
blending savings and fun is just better.

↓ Eight Mile SCR 500



     twin  cylinder engine 

   471 cc 8 valves  

can you feel it

↑ 471 cc twin-cylinder motorcycle (in both the SCR and STR 500 models)
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Whatever they say,
two is always twice the fun.

The elegant dual exhaust emits a unique roar and improves engine 
output...but most of all, it makes any journey a rush of excitement.
You were born to be awesome - own it.

 Eight Mile SCR  500 ↑

↑ Dual exhaust (in both the SCR and STR 500 models)
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       dual exhaust

      more character                  

           more you

 ↑ Eight Mile STR 500
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 ↑ Eight Mile SCR 500
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You didn’t do as you were 
told when you were little, 
so why would you now?

The Eight Mile is the only medium-displacement scrambler with a 
single-sided swingarm. A distinctive feature making it unique and 
different, light and special. When the mechanic plays it for beauty, 
magic happens. Are you ready?

                single  sided

            swingarm  

                  unique  different             

                          and better

↑ Single-sided swingarm (on both the SCR and STR models) 
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Eight Mile SCR 500 ↑                single  sided

            swingarm  

                  unique  different             

                          and better
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  upside down fork
   and monoshock
            kyb
    just like that

↓ Eight Mile STR 500



Reaching your destination is impor-
tant, enjoying the ride is the bomb.

The suspensions by Japanese brand KAYABA (KYB) offer premium dri-
ving feels. The SCR features suspension designed for off- and on-road 
driving. It has a multi-adjustable 41 mm upside down front fork (preload, 
compression and extension) with a travel of 195 mm and a rear monos-
hock, also multi-adjustable (preload, compression and extension) with a 
travel of 200 mm and a separate tank featuring progressive suspension 
through a linkage system. For its part, the suspension on the STR is ideal 
for on-road riding. It has a non-adjustable 41 mm upside down front fork 
with a travel of 155 mm and a rear monoshock with a linkage system 
and a travel of 165 mm. Now you can go where you want.

↑ KAYABA fork (on both the SCR and STR 500 models)
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You are here to give it your all, 
don’t get distracted.

A good biker knows there's no fun without safety. We demand the best 
features to give free rein to our passion with full guarantees. You play 
with the feelings, let us control the rest. We have fitted your Eight Mile 
with a 298 mm dual floating wave disc in ultralight steel and NISSIN 
twin-piston brake callipers. The 240 mm wave disc rear brake and 
NISSIN calliper for full braking control. Plus disconnectable ABS (ON/
OFF for both wheels or rear OFF only) to leave nothing to chance. See? 
Everything’s under control.

              double disc 

              with nissin calliper     

                 double precision

↑ NISSIN calliper (on both the SCR and STR 500 models)
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              double disc 

              with nissin calliper     

                 double precision

 ↑ Eight Mile SCR 500
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↑ Eight Mile STR 500
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  full led
 day and night     
 belong to you

↑ Eight Mile STR 500



Keep your eye on the prize
and don’t miss the details.

40,000 CD full LED front lighting (more than double a halogen bulb) and 
a 40º beam angle (more than double the standard) which reduces blind 
spots and offers excellent on-road visibility for safe driving any time of 
the day. Because time flies when you’re having fun... Go where you want, 
we will light your way.

↑ Full LED (on both the SCR and STR 500 models).      
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Now you see, the future is in colour.

High-resolution digital instrument panel. LED technology with a multico-
lour screen for you to know everything and see it better. Harness
the technology and display all the information you need, the way you 
want to see it. The future is in colour, and you are seeing it.

↓ Eight Mile STR 500       



     led tecnology   

       high resolution

    multicolor  is there 

       is any other way

            to look at life

↑ Dashboard (on both the SCR and STR 500 models)

↑ USB port (on both the SCR and STR 500 models)
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Every detail counts. Simple as.

Carefully designed ergonomics, narrow shape and seat with excellent 
foam density for maximum comfort and freedom of movement in any 
situation, sitting or standing. The foot pegs with removable anti-vibra-
tion rubber will help you feel the full power of the engine beneath your 
feet and the brake pedal and needle-mounted aluminium lever ensures 
smooth handling. Every detail counts when it comes to delivering 
unique riding.
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  the only secret
    is that there is 

        no secret

↓ Eight Mile STR 500



You choose the playing field. 

Eight Mile SCR: AKRONT tubeless aluminium spoked rims, with hollow 
shafts and aluminium bushings. PIRELLI SCORPION RALLY tyres. 
Style and agility, you set the pace. 

↑ Eight Mile SCR 500       
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The rest is up to us.

Eight Mile STR: : Aluminium alloy rims painted black, tubeless 
and hollow shafts. PIRELLI MT60 tyres. Elegance and control 
beneath your feet.

↑ Eight Mile STR 500       
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↑ Eight Mile SCR 500
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       fun and
      safet y 

      together 
          for the

         ride

• 471cc, 8-valve twin-cylinder engine
• BOSCH Electronic Fuel Injection
• Dual Oxygen Sensor
•  Dual exhaust
•  Rear sprocket chains
•  Single-sided swingarm
•  Front suspension: multi-adjustable KYB upside down fork  

(preload, compression and extension)
•  Rear suspension: multi-adjustable KYB monoshock  

(preload, compression and extension)
•  Front brake with 289 mm dual floating disc in ultralight steel. 

Twin-piston NISSIN brake callipers
•  Rear brake with a 240 mm wave disc NISSIN calliper
•  Disconnectable ABS with 3 available modes  

(ON/OFF for both wheels or rear OFF only)
•  AKRONT tubeless aluminium spoked rims.  

Aluminium bushings and hollow shafts
•  Tyres: PIRELLI SCORPION RALLY
•  FULL LED lighting
•  Instrument panel with LED technology, multicolour
•  USB port
•  Aluminium crankcase protector
•  Two colours available: grey and red

        tyres 
 pirelli scorpion 
              rally

seat height
    820 mm

Eight Mile SCR 500

     kyb suspension

   mult adjustable
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       fun and
      safet y 

      together 
          for the

         ride
tubeless aluminium     

   spoked rims 
     akront

  protector 
   natural
    aluminium  
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 st yle 
      andagility

 keep 
    on

             moving

        tyres 
  pirelli mt60

seat height
    790 mm

• Motor Bicilíndrico de 8 válvulas y 471cc
• Inyección Electrónica BOSCH
• Dual Oxigen Sensor
• Tubo de escape con doble salida
• Cadena de retenes
• Basculante monobrazo
• Suspensión delantera: horquilla invertida KYB
• Suspensión trasera: monoamortiguador KYB
• Freno delantero con doble disco Wave de 289 mm 

en acero ultra ligero. Pinzas NISSIN de doble pistón
• Freno Trasero con disco wave de 240mm. Pinza NISSIN
• ABS desconectable con 3 modos disponibles 

(ON/OFF para ambas ruedas o sólo trasera OFF)
• Llantas de aleación de aluminio tubeless 
• Neumáticos: PIRELLI MT60
• Iluminación FULL LED
• Cuadro de instrumentos con tecnología LED, multicolor
• Toma de carga USB
• Protector de cárter en aluminio
• Tres colores disponibles: amarillo, negro y rojo metalizado

Eight Mile STR 500

   kyb 
suspensions 
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 st yle 
      andagility

 keep 
    on

             moving
aluminium 
 tubeless alloy 
    rims

protector 
  aluminium  
      black
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01 PIRELLI SCORPION RALLY tyres 02 More enveloping crankcase protector in natural aluminium 03 AKRONT tubeless 
alloy spoked rims 04 foot peg with optional removable anti-vibration rubber 

Colour range

Equipment

Grey Red

01

02 04

03

scrambler

DIFFERENT FEATURES, SAME INSTINCT38



Equipment

Metallic redYellow Black

05 PIRELLI MT60 tyres 06 Painted black aluminium crankcase protector 07 Tubeless alloy rims 
08 foot peg with removable anti-vibration rubber 

05

06 08

07

Colour range

street

SAME INSTINCT, DIFFERENT FEATURES 39



Eight Mile SCR 500   Technical features

Engine 8-valve, 4-stroke twin-cylinders, liquid-cooled DOHC 

Cylinder capacity (cc.) 471 

Bore and stroke 67 x 66,8 mm

Compression ratio 10,7:1

Starter motor Electric

Power system BOSCH Electronic Fuel Injection

Ignition ECU

Max power output (kW/rpm) 35 / 8,500 (46.94 hp)

Max torque (Nm/rpm) 43 / 6.500

Max speed 175 km/h

Gearbox 6 speeds

Secondary transmission “X Type” AFAM rear sprocket chains 15/43

Dimensions (length/width/
height) 

2110 x 895 x 1145 mm

Distance between axles  1.440 mm

Seat height 820 mm 

Minimum ground clearance 210 mm 

Tank capacity (L) 18

Kerb weight 195 Kg 

Consumption (L/100Km) 3,9

Instrumentation LED Technology / High Resolution / Multicolour

Lighting FULL LED

Front suspension Multi-adjustable 41mm KYB upside down fork (preload, 
compression and extension) Travel: 195 mm

Rear suspension Multi-adjustable KYB monoshock
(preload, compression and extension) Separate tank and pro-
gressive suspension through a linkage system Travel: 200 mm

ABS System Disconnectable - 3 modes: both wheels ON/ both wheels OFF 
or rear OFF only.

Front brake Dual floating wave disc 298 mm. Nissin twin-piston callipers

Rear brake Wave disc 240 mm. Nissin calliper

Tyres PIRELLI SCORPION RALLY Front: 110/80R19 Rear: 150/70R17

Wheel rims AKRONT tubeless aluminium spoked (aluminium bushings)

Adaptable foot pegs Yes (Removable rubber)

Central stand  No

Crankcase protector Yes, natural aluminium, enveloping

Colours    Grey 
   Red

 Features common to the SCR and STR models 
   Features unique to the SCR model

scrambler

DIFFERENT FEATURES, SAME INSTINCT40



Eight Mile STR 500   Technical features

Engine 8-valve, 4-stroke twin-cylinders, liquid-cooled DOHC 

Cylinder capacity (cc.) 471 

Bore and stroke 67 x 66,8 mm

Compression ratio 10,7:1

Starter motor Electric

Power system BOSCH Electronic Fuel Injection

Ignition ECU

Max power output (kW/rpm) 35 / 8,500 (46.94 hp)

Max torque (Nm/rpm) 43 / 6.500

Max speed 175 km/h

Gearbox 6 speeds

Secondary transmission “X Type” AFAM rear sprocket chains 15/43

Dimensions (length/width/
height) 

2110 x 895 x 1145 mm

Distance between axles  1.440 mm

Seat height 790 mm

Minimum ground clearance 180 mm

Tank capacity (L) 18

Kerb weight 194 Kg

Consumption (L/100Km) 3,9

Instrumentation LED Technology / High Resolution / Multicolour

Lighting FULL LED

Front suspension Non-adjustable 
41 mm KYB upside down fork Travel: 155 mm

Rear suspension KYB monoshock
Progressive suspension through a linkage system Travel: 165mm

ABS System Disconnectable - 3 modes: both wheels ON/ both wheels OFF 
or rear OFF only.

Front brake Dual floating wave disc 298 mm. Nissin twin-piston callipers

Rear brake Wave disc 240 mm. Nissin calliper

Tyres PIRELLI MT60 Front: 110/80R18 Rear: 160/60R17

Wheel rims Tubeless alloy

Adaptable foot pegs Yes (Removable rubber)

Central stand  No

Crankcase protector Yes, aluminium painted black

Colours   Yellow  
  Black 
  Metallic red

 Features common to the SCR and STR models 
   Features unique to the STR model

street

SAME INSTINCT, DIFFERENT FEATURES 41



 ↑ Eight Mile SCR 500
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The technical details, features and colours of the models in this catalogue are valid except for misprints and may change without 
prior notice. With its policy of constant evolution, Macbor reserves the right to make changes to improve its products. Ask your closest 
Official Macbor Dealership for more details.

Everything’s fine when you’re on two wheels.

Macbor is more than a motorcycle brand. Macbor is a very special way of unders-
tanding and enjoying life. A life on two wheels. Our happiness depends on it and we 
get that many other people’s does too. That’s the basis of our mission. And since life 
is about being happy and helping others be happy, nothing pleases us more than 
seeing you drive off on the bike of your dreams.
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